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IMPLANTS

Managing an Atrophic
Mandible With Short Implants
Richard B. Winter, DDS

F

or patients who suffer from severe mandibular atrophy
(a “D” ridge), the options for rehabilitation are dentures;
sub-periosteal implants; grafting with titanium cages
using bone harvested from an iliac crest, a tibia, or a symphysis,
with or without bone morphogenic proteins; or short implants.
The challenges of these treatment modalities include surgical
and prosthetic complications, and many of the grafting options
would preclude the patient from wearing a prosthesis during
the healing stages of tent or block grafting procedures.
This case report highlights the diagnosis, treatment planning,
surgical implant protocol, and steps required to finish the case
that would ensure the long-term success of the implant treatment.
CASE REPORT
In order to treatment plan patients with complex restorative
needs, it is important to identify the patient’s chief complaint
and his or her budget and utilize dynamic treatment planning
so that an “Upgrade Path” can be presented.1 By reverse engineering a treatment plan, we can help patients by presenting
options that fit within their financial limits and help them say
“yes” to a treatment option.
A patient presented with an ill-fitting upper partial denture
opposing an ill-fitting lower complete denture. This patient
had an epulis in the maxillary arch. Multiple frena were present, with high attachments in the lower arch that required preprosthetic modification prior to creating prototype prostheses
that would be used to dictate implant placement (Figure 1). He
reported no significant medical problems.
A 10,600-nm CO2 laser (LightScalpel) would be used for the
epulis removal and frenectomies. The LightScalpel is a spatially
accurate laser that uses water as a main chromophore, resulting
in precisely controlled tissue removal (ablation) with a nearly
bloodless field. It seals lymphatics and establishes hemostasis,
as its coagulation/hemostasis depth at the CO2 laser wavelength
just exceeds capillary diameters.2 Since the 10,600-nm wavelength is highly absorbed and poorly scattered, it is controlled
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Figure 1a. Maxillary epulis in the upper left
tuberosity area.
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Figure 1b. Multiple frena attaching to the
crest of the ridge.

at the ablated surface without the scatter created by other laser
wavelengths that can cause deeper necrosis. It can also be used
to uncover implants without damaging the titanium.3
The anticipated treatment (a mandibular implantsupported prosthesis) would further benefit from the frena
removal since there would be less tissue pull on the implants
and prosthesis if the frenectomies were done prior to the surgery. It has been suggested that tissue biotype adequacy of
keratinized tissue may influence cleansability and the stability of tissues surrounding implants. Frena pulls can lead to
incision line openings, interfere with primary closures, or lead
to peri-implant mucositis or peri-implantitis if tissue friability
affects cleansability.4
After anesthesia, the laser was used with a non-SuperPulse
beam at 3W and on Repeat Pulse mode F1-2 to gently remove
the epulis. A suture was passed through the irritated tissue so
slight traction could be used when removing the excess tissue
(Figure 2). For the frenectomy, the same settings were used. The
tissue was released in a gentle paint brush manner until the
ablated frenum appeared to “unzip” and there was no movement of the ridge with movement of the lip (Figure 3a). After
2 weeks, the tissues were sufficiently healed to begin the prototype prostheses, and his existing denture and partial were
conditioned using a tissue conditioner (HydroCast [Sultan
Healthcare]). Note in Figure 3b that the tissues subsequently
healed well and the frena were gone.
After the patient had the upper partial denture and lower
denture fabricated and the vertical dimension of occlusion, aesthetics, and phonetics were verified, the approved lower denture was used as a vehicle for fiduciary markers so that a CBCT
scan could be done. If needed, a surgical guide could be fabricated from a dual-scan protocol (Suremark) (Figure 4).
In this case, the DICOM images were submitted to 3DDX so
that the CBCT scan could be reformatted and used to fabricate
a mucosa or bone-supported surgical guide. 3DDX is a company
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Figure 2a. Removal of the epulis with a
LightScalpel laser.

continued on page 104
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Figure 2b. Soft tissue after laser incision of
the epulis.
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Figure 3a. A frenectemy, using the 10,600nm LightScalpel laser.
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Figure 4. Fiduciary markers (Suremark) on
the approved lower denture for dual-scan
protocol.

Figure 5. A reformatted 3DDX image of the
planned implants superimposed over the
approved denture.

Figure 6b. The surgical key in the surgical
guide from the 3DDX Universal surgical kit.

Figure 7. The PIEZOSURGERY (Mectron)
device for removal of bone and granulation
tissue.

Figure 8. Six BioHorizons implants, placed
with optimal A-P spread for mandibular
rehabilitation.

Figure 10. Removal of the osseous crest
with PIEZOSURGERY by Mectron.

Figure 11. Mucosal healing abutments one
month post surgery.

Figure 12. The removal of PMEs reveals
excellent keratinized tissue in preparation
for taking impressions.

Figure 3b. Healing of the
frenectomy after laser excision.

b

Figure 6a. The mandibular mucosa-supported surgical guide from 3DDX.

Figure 9. Marking implants with Dr.
Thompson’s stick to mark where the laser
uncovering of implants will occur.
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Given the patient’s budget and aversion to being without
teeth for a prolonged healing period, short implants would
be used to facilitate this rehabilitation.
Figure 13a. Initial Impressions were made
with the 3inOne healing abutments with
ball-top screws from BioHorizons.

a

b

Figure 14a. Lab-provided implant verification
jig for the Sheffield one-screw test, luted with
pattern resin (Primatec).
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Figure 13b. Aquasil Ultra Xtra impression of
implants (Dentsply Sirona Restorative).
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Figure 14b. Intraoral view of the pick-up
impression (Aquasil Ultra Xtra) of the
verification jig.

c

Figure 14c. Final impression removed, and
the open-tray impression superior view.

d

Figure 14d. Intaglio of the pick-up impression
(Aquasil Ultra Xtra).
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that offers implant treatment planning, radiology reports, surgical guide
fabrication, and support to ensure
the clinician can provide a smooth
and seamless surgery. After assessing
the reformatted CBCT scan,
coDiagnostiX software (Dental Wings) was used to virtually place implants within the
confines of the scanned denture. This was done to ensure
that the implants would be
prosthetically guided and
placed within the confines of
the verified denture construct
(Figure 5). Typically, reformatted images and fine-tuning
sessions can be done within
a week to expedite surgeries.
As the planning was done,
the extent of the mandibular atrophy could be appreciated as well as visualizing
additional anterior segments
to the inferior alveolar nerve
and artery. A radiology report
was sought, and it confirmed
these anatomic aberrations
so that they could be appropriately considered in the
implant-planning stages.5
At this juncture, an evaluation can be made as to
whether bone grafting, in
the form of titanium cages
and growth factors, or block
grafting from the hip or tibia
would be considered, as well
as the costs and co-morbidities of these surgical options.
A sub-periosteal implant was
also suggested, and the patient
preferred to have a fixed prosthesis, if possible. The development of improved implant
surface topography and stronger titanium alloy formulation has further stimulated
the production and utilization of shorter implants.6-9
One potential disadvantage
in using short implants is an
increased crown-to-implant
ratio. This creates a cantilever and may increase forces to
the implant abutment interface. According to current literature, this concern has not
been proven as being relevant
to the success of these prostheses.7,10,11 Short implants
may be successfully utilized
in the atrophic maxilla and
mandible with a high degree
of success, according to ran-

domized controlled trials, if there is
6.0 to 8.0 mm of bone in the posterior
maxilla or 8.0 to 10.0 mm of bone in
the posterior mandible.12,13
It is imperative to realize that fac-
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tors surrounding the decision to use
short implants vs bone grafting with
subsequent implant placement are
multi-factorial. Furthermore, the decision should always be based upon the

care, skill, and judgment of the surgeon, along with the full informed
consent of the patient as to the various
treatment options, risks, and benefits
of all available treatment modalities.
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Figure 15. Vertical dimension of occlusion,
with wax rim.

The zones of safety are of paramount
importance in evaluating implant
sites. The morbidity of secondary surgical sites, risks of augmentation, and
bone resorption and anatomical limitations of a patient’s existing atrophy
must be fully examined and evaluated
based upon CBCT records. Direct intraoperative clinical evaluation must also
be used to determine the best treatment options with the least risk for the
best possible patient outcome.
Given the patient’s budget and aversion to being without teeth for a prolonged healing period, short implants
would be used to facilitate this rehabilitation. The costs, advantages, disadvantages, alternatives, benefits,
and risks were all discussed, and the
patient opted for 6 short BioHorizons
mandibular implants with a BruxZir
Solid Zirconia Full-Arch Implant Pros-

Figure 16. Try-in of wax-up with facial windows for direct visualization of the seating
of implant components.

a

Figure 19. The secondary PMMA provisional implant prosthesis with the appropriate gingival stain applied. This prosthesis
was delivered to ensure the provisional was
duplicated in the final prosthesis.
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(PIEZOSURGERY by Mectron) was
used to remove sharp lips of bone as
the implants were countersunk by design. The PIEZOSURGERY by Mectron
works by using micro-vibrations to
cut bone while minimizing soft-tissue
trauma. The device and its internal irrigation provides an almost blood-free
foundation while cleaning around the
implants and removing unwanted
tissues. The cutting is micrometric,
and the micro-vibrations not only cut
bone but help collect bone particles
to be used in the defects around the
implants so the autogenous shavings
can be placed adjacent to the exposed
threads or fenestrations14 (Figure 7).
The BioHorizons implants were
placed with a good A-P spread, and the
bone in the anterior mandible was left
in case it was needed at the uncovery
appointment (Figure 8). At the uncov-
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c

Figure 17a. Frontal view of the PMMA
provisional.

Figure 17b. Right lateral view of the
PMMA provisional.

Figure 17c. Left lateral view of the PMMA
temporary.

b

Figure 18a. The updated CAD design
images for a full-arch implant-supported
prosthesis (BruxZir Solid Zirconia Full-Arch
Implant Prosthesis [Glidewell Laboratories])
were sent for clinical review to evaluate
the contours and cleansability prior to
fabrication.

thesis (Glidewell Laboratories).
The surgical guide was fabricated
per prescription by 3DDX and, after a
fine-tuning session, it was returned
to be tried in to confirm accuracy (Figure 6a). A guided surgical kit (3DDX
Universal guided kit) was used with
keys to sequentially enlarge the osteotomies (Figure 6b), and the final drills
from the BioHorizons kit were used to
finalize the osteotomy prior to implant
placement.
BioHorizons implants were selected in order to increase boneimplant contact, as the threads are
designed to optimize bone contact as
well as utilize Laser-Lok technology
(BioHorizons) to hold the hemidesmosomes of the tissue so that the tissues
would be less friable and provide for
better tissue dynamics. Upon implant
placement, a Piezo surgical device

Figure 18b. Lingual view of the design
images of the full-arch prosthesis.

Figure 20. Intraoral view of the BruxZir
Solid Zirconia Full-Arch Implant Prosthesis
that was fabricated and delivered following
confirmation of the design changes.

c

Figure 18c. Intaglio of designed
prosthesis.

Figure 21. Full-smile view of the completed
prosthesis.

d

Figure 18d. Right lateral view of approved
gingival design.

ery visit, the LightScalpel laser was
used to perform a trephine of the posterior implants by placing the surgical
guide, marking the osteotomy sites
with a Dr. Thompson’s marking stick,
and (using a super-pulsed 2W setting)
to gently remove the cuff of tissue over
the implants (Figure 9). In the anterior
mandible, a full-thickness flap was
done, and the remaining bone was
removed with the PIEZOSURGERY
device (Figure 10). The peri-mucosal
healing abutments were placed, and
a soft-tissue conditioner was placed
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could have been contemplated, but
the budgetary limitations presented
this as the best option for this particular patient. A variety of technologies,
a 10,600-nm CO2 laser, and a Piezo
surgical device helped facilitate ideal
implant placement and were welcomed adjuncts for this case.F
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Figure 22. The one-year postoperative Panorex.

in the lower denture (Figure 11). After
one month of healing, the patient was
ready for impressions (Figure 12).
The 3-in-1 abutments are included
with the Tapered Internal Dental
Implants (BioHorizons) and, when a
ball-top screw is placed, these become
impression copings (Figure 13a). The
initial ball-top screw impression
was taken (Aquasil Ultra Xtra Plus
[Dentsply Sirona Restorative]) (Figure 13b). This impression material
has excellent wettability and tear
strength for capturing the subgingival abutment implant interface. The
setting time of 5.5 minutes gives adequate working time and is appropriate
for larger cases for which an extended
working time is desirable.
Next, the implant verification jig
(provided by the dental laboratory
team) was luted together intraorally
with a pattern resin (Primatec) that
shrinks less than 0.1%. The Sheffield
one-screw test was used to verify passivity of the jig. This test involves tightening one screw and checking to see
if the luted jig stays stable. Then alternate screws are tightened to check
for movement and stability. Finally, a
pick-up impression was made of the
implant verification jig so a master cast
could be made (Figure 14). The opentray impression provides for an accurate implant and jig transfer so that the
working cast is as accurate as possible.
A wax-rim was sent for recording
a maxilla-mandibular jaw registration (Figure 15), and then teeth were
set, and a wax set-up (Glidewell Laboratories) was returned to evaluate
phonetics, aesthetics, and verti-centric (Figure 16). A PMMA provisional
implant prosthesis was fabricated
and delivered, giving the patient an
opportunity to verify the prosthetic

design, aesthetics, and phonetics during function (Figure 17).
At this time, the patient suffered a
stroke and lost some of the dexterity
in his hands. It became evident when
observing the patient’s difficulty
in cleaning the PMMA provisional
implant prosthesis, that he would
require help from his wife. In addition, the gingival embrasures would
need to be opened up more to allow
for easier access with at-home cleaning aids (such as GUM Proxabrush GoBetweens Cleaners [Sunstar Americas]
and Waterpik). Instructions for these
prosthetic design modifications were
submitted to the dental lab, which
sent updated CAD design images for
clinician approval, prior to finalization of the prosthesis. After review, the
digital design was modified until we
had a cleansable gingival surface for
the BruxZir Solid Zirconia Full-Arch
Implant Prosthesis (Figures 18a to
18d). An additional PMMA provisional
implant prosthesis was fabricated and
delivered to confirm these final design
changes; it had an almost Roman aqueduct appearance to the gingival surface
of the prosthesis (Figure 19).
The final monolithic zirconia restoration was fabricated based on the
same digital design as the approved
PMMA provisional, allowing the
patient and his wife easy access for all
cleaning implements. The patient had
little food impaction and was comfortable with his border movements and
ability to really cut and chew his food.
The completed BruxZir Full-Arch
Implant Prosthesis is the culmination
of great communication with the dental lab team. The final prosthetic result
ensured that the patient would not
only enjoy his new bridge but would
also be able to clean and maintain it

Figure 23. Final view of the patient, smiling
at the completion of treatment.

with one hand (Figure 20). The relaxed
smile view and postoperative Panorex
(Figures 21 and 22) shows appropriate lip and tooth display and was a
vast improvement over his removable
lower denture. The full-face, postoperative photo (Figure 23) of the pleased
patient demonstrates that the dictates
of aesthetic rehabilitation were met.
IN CLOSING
While the mandible is a “U-shaped”
bone that requires ability to move in
the x-, y-, and z-axes, the A-P spread
of the implants ended close to the
mandibular second bicuspid, which
allowed for flexure of the mandible and
ensured the patient did not have pain
that may have been associated with
splinting his entire mandible together
in function from first molar to first
molar. Short implants have been well
documented in the literature for longterm success rates. The ability to place
a fixed prosthesis against a removable
partial also decreased forces of mastication and provided more relief in
this case. Force factors, parafunction,
implant length and width, and facial
type and sex are all factors that must
be assessed when deciding upon the
ideal restorative plan for a patient.
In this case study, short implants
were able to help a patient with a history of stroke and decreased manual
dexterity to have the ability to have
a fixed prosthesis. The implants
improved his ability to chew and
enjoy his food without the added difficulty that removal and placement
of a removable prosthesis would have
created. Many grafting procedures
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